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Factors Determining the Choice of Governance Structure for Product Innovations
This paper presents factors and propositions behind the choice of governance
structure to explore, develop, and commercialize innovation projects while
mitigating market and technical uncertainties. We propose that 10 factors are
likely to be influential in the choice: market uncertainty, technical uncertainty,
risk of leakage of private information, speed, capability considerations,
preemption strategies, past experiences with a governance structure, potential
profit, antitrust consideration, peer’s pressure. We develop propositions about
how differences across these 10 factors influence the choices that firms make in
terms of governance structure. In addition to looking at how these dimensions
affect the choice of governance structure, we add to the literature by looking at
this choice over time. Thus, we state propositions regarding the importance of
each factor among the stages of the innovation cycle: idea generation/
prototyping, manufacturing/production, commercialization/marketing. We also
hypothesize how the decision making process may be different depending on the
type of innovation. We conclude with suggestions on how to test those
propositions.

Many authors have written about the importance of innovation. Brown et al. (2003; p1) stated
that “Innovation is the lifeblood of successful businesses. […] [It] has become every firm’s
imperative as the pace of change accelerates. The challenges of this imperative increasingly
require leaders to manage uncertainty and pursue learning and innovation across the boundaries
of firms”. Successful companies, like Google, devote a significant share of their time to
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innovation (Iyer et al., 2008). The Boston Consulting Group (2006) surveyed executives in their
2005 innovation survey. The group found that 90% of the surveyed executives believe organic
growth through innovation is essential and nearly three-quarters of these executives will increase
spending on innovation (The Boston Consulting Group, 2006). McKinsey surveyed top
executives and found that more than 70% consider that innovation will be at least one of the top
three drivers of growth for their company in the next three to five years (Barsh et al, 2008). The
agribusiness sector is no stranger to this phenomenon. Over the last 150 years, it has seen several
waves of innovation related to machinery, chemistry, seed, information management (Graff et
al., 2003; Gray et al., 2004).
While innovation is clearly seen as important, it faces challenges. One of the challenges related
to innovation – and the focus of this paper – is the associated uncertainty (Boehlje et al., 2005).
To mitigate uncertainty, companies have used governance structures as a way to share risk with
other firms (McGrath and MacMillan, 2000). Because uncertainty is evolutionary, the choice of
governance structure has to be dynamic, i.e., governance structures have to evolve over time.
The objective of this paper is to study the factors affecting the choice of governance structure for
product innovations, and as the product moves through the innovation cycle. . Wang and Zajac
(2007) stated that only 14 percent of companies developed specific policy guidelines or criteria
for choosing between forming an alliance and acquiring a potential partner.

Definitions
Following Christensen et al. (2004), we categorize innovation into sustaining and
disruptive innovations. Sustaining innovations deal with improving a current product. Disruptive
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innovations refer to the creation of a new product or value proposition. Using Castañer et
al.(2008) and Garcia and Calantone (2002), we segment the innovation cycle into the following
stages: Research/development/prototyping, manufacturing/production and
marketing/commercialization (see Figure 1). The stage research/development/prototyping refers
to the generation of the idea; the research to develop, prototype a product, and determine the
production needs; and the marketing tests to determine the demand. The
manufacturing/production stage, as indicated, refers to the manufacturing and production of the
product full scale and in large quantities. Marketing/commercialization consists of promoting the
product and making it available in the retail arena (Hauser, 2008).
Figure 1. Stages of the Product Innovation Cycle

Prototyping Stage
Idea generation
Development of the prototype
 production needs
Marketing tests
Production Stage
Large scale production of the
product
Commercialization Stage
Product promotion
Product retailing

Source: Authors

Time

Our concern in this paper is how the strategic, marketing, economic and environmental factors
influence the level of hierarchy of the governance structure along the full integration continuum.
The integration continuum refers to governance structures organized from non-hierarchical (also
called market governance) to highly hierarchical (also called ownership governance). One can
also think of the continuum in terms of commitment levels -- commitment in the sense of the
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level of investment and/or the strategic and constraints/barriers the firm is facing with the
structure.

Figure 2. Examples of Governance Structures along the Integration Continuum

Spot market
and/or
divestitures

Alliances (from
informal
agreements to
joint ventures)

Concurrent
sourcing
Franchising
Licensing
In-house

M&A

Low to high hierarchical governance structure

Source: Authors

The creation of these various governance structures/inter-firm relations is motivated by diverse
considerations besides uncertainty mitigation and management. The use of governance structures
may be a way to acquire technological capabilities such as knowledge, expertise, business
experience with the technology, and intellectual property rights (King and Schimmelpfennig,
2003; Ahuja and Katila, 2001). Some companies use inter-firm relations to learn new skills
(Gulati, 1995); or reap economies of scale and scope (Sampson, 2007). Other companies see
governance structures as a means to access markets or improve market power; achieve
production efficiency; enhance financial flexibility; and to gain access to key personnel or
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governance resources (Richards and Manfredo, 2003; Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999). Strategic
reasons such as competitive preempting1 can also be at the cause of a governance structure
choice (Stanek, 2004; Hagedoorn, 1993; Orelli, 2008). In this paper, we focus on the reasons
behind the choice of a governance structure specific to innovation projects.

Factors Affecting the Choice of Governance Structure for Product Innovation
Dodourova (2003) presented an extensive list of factors affecting the choice of a governance
structure. Sakakibara (2002) investigated industry and company’s factors on the firm’s rate of
participation in R&D’s consortia. Using an event history technique on a dataset of 312 Japanese
firms in 74 industries for the period 1969-1992, he showed that firms with weak competition and
appriopriability conditions are more likely to engage in consortia. He further reported that a
firm’s R&D capabilities, a firm’s encounter with other firms through past relationships and in the
market, a firm’s past experiences with organizational structure, and a firm’s age also positively
increase the likelihood of consortia formation.
Following Sakakibara (2002), we focus on the factors to consider when choosing a governance
structure to discover, implement, or commercialize innovation projects. We propose that 10
factors are likely to be influential in the choice: market uncertainty, technical uncertainty, risk of
leakage of private information, speed, capability considerations, preemption strategies,

1

Competitive preemption consists of a firm forming alliances to block a competitor from forming similar ones or to

discourage a competitor from entering a market (Stanek, 2004).
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experience with a governance structure, expected profit, antitrust considerations, and peer’s
pressure. Each of these 10 factors will be discussed in turn (see Figures 3 and 4 for a summary).
It is important to note that this is study of the choice of governance structure and not the
characteristics to look for in a partner; we assume the availability of compatible target firms
(Peterson et al., 2001). Compatibility requires that the target firm not be too different from the
firm initiating the relation from a resource and knowledge standpoint (Sampson, 2007).
Compatible firms also have similar decision making processes and interests (Peterson et al.,
2001) and similar agendas. A financially stable target firm is also a key condition for a
sustainable relationship.

Market and Technical Uncertainties
McGrath and MacMillan (2000) proposed two types of uncertainties: market and technical
uncertainties. Market uncertainty refers to the lack of knowledge at the market and demand level.
Major sources of uncertainty are the potential revenue/demand, the regulatory aspects, the
associated cost, and the upstream supply chain reaction to the innovation project. Technical
uncertainty comes from the lack of information about the viability of the innovation. The firm
does not know whether or not the technology can be developed, and which inputs and skills are
needed. The firm also does not know how and if the user will know how to use the product.
McGrath and MacMillan (2000) suggested an inverse relationship between uncertainty and a
hierarchical governance form to create flexibility. They propose limiting the firm’s downside
exposure to risk and loss until the upside potential of the project is demonstrated. In other words,
they encourage flexibility until the uncertainty subsides. To limit the downside exposure, a nonhierarchical governance structure has to be chosen. As uncertainty increases, a less committing
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transactional arrangement will be preferred (Pisano, 1989; Roucan-Kane et al., 2008; Wolter and
Veloso, 2008; Podolny, 1994; Diez-Vial, 2007; Geyskens et al. 2006). For example, in highly
uncertain environments (from a market or technical standpoint), risk averse agents will choose a
structure that mitigates the sunk costs (Pena, 1998). Uncertainty is particularly high for
disruptive innovations.
Proposition 1a: High market uncertainty suggests a non-hierarchical governance structure,
ceteris paribus2.
Proposition 1b: Market uncertainty will have a greater impact in the choice of governance
structure for disruptive innovation than for sustaining innovations.
Proposition 2a: High technical uncertainty suggests a non-hierarchical governance structure,
ceteris paribus.
Proposition 2b: Technical uncertainty will have a greater impact in the choice of governance
structure for disruptive than for sustaining innovations.
Market uncertainty is greater at the prototyping stage. Once the prototype has been tested, focus
groups, commercialization tests in selected markets and surveys can be used to determine how
customers will react to the prototype/product and therefore decrease market uncertainty.
Proposition 1c: Market uncertainty is likely to have a greater impact at the prototyping stage
than at the production and commercialization stage.
Technical uncertainty is the greatest at the prototyping stage. Once the product reaches the
production and commercialization stages, most of the technical demands of the products are
known.

2

Ceteris paribus is a latin expression which signifies everything else held constant.
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Proposition 2c: Technical uncertainty is likely to have a greater impact in the choice of
governance structure at the prototyping level than at the production and commercialization
stage.

Risk of Leakage of Private Information
When several parties are involved and the innovation cannot be segmented into components
(Boudreau, 2008), risk of leakage of private information is often common, making monitoring
necessary (Peterson et al., 2001; Gray et al., 2006; Diez-Vial, 2007; Lee and Veloso, 2008;
White and Lui, 2001). When the risk of leakage of private information is high, monitoring costs
and measurement problems may be so large that governance integration can be justified
(Villalonga and McGahan, 2005; Castañer et al., 2008; Diez-Vial, 2007). These risks may
endanger the first-mover advantage in an innovation project and the associated expected profits,
particularly if access to property rights (endogenous learning, patents or copyrights, etc.) do not
exist or are limited (Pena, 1998; Boehlje et al., 1999; Ross and Westgren, 2008). The stakes are
particularly high for disruptive innovations - which usually serve non-customers (Christensen et
al., 2004) - because the key to their success is novelty. This typical transaction cost argument
leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 3a: Risk of leakage of private information suggests a more hierarchical governance
structure, ceteris paribus.
Proposition 3b: The risk of leakage of private information will have a greater impact in the
choice of governance structure for disruptive innovations than for sustaining innovations.
One could argue that the risk of leakage of private information is stronger earlier in the product
lifecycle, suggesting that a more hierarchical structure may be needed for product prototyping
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and manufacturing. Once the product is built and reaches the market, it is harder for a competitor
to determine the components of the product and to off-set the first mover advantage. Therefore,
more committing/hierarchical governance structures may be more appropriate at the
commercialization stage.
Proposition 3c: The risk of leakage of private information will have a greater impact in the
choice of governance structure at the prototyping and manufacturing stages than at the
commercialization stage.

Speed
Besides monitoring costs, speed may be an important consideration. Boehlje (2001; p10) states
“the ability to respond quickly to changes in the economic climate is critical to maintaining profit
margins and to extracting innovators’ profits”. Speed may be important all along the innovation
product cycle: prototyping an idea before competitors, getting first access to a rare input, being
the first to commercialize the product, bringing it to market and obtaining the first-mover
advantage. On one hand, responding quickly requires effective communication systems and
knowledge of the supply chain which is harder to accomplish in a non-hierarchical governance
structure (Chaudhuri and Tabrizi, 1999; Argyres and Zenger, 2008; Boudreau, 2008). Time
cannot be wasted in writing contracts and renegotiations. On the other hand, acquiring
capabilities and successfully integrating them into the firm’s system is also time consuming
(Stylianou et al., 1996). One could argue that sustaining innovations serving satisfied,
underserved, and overserved customers particularly, require speed to guarantee competitors will
not commercialize the product before the firm itself. Because disruptive innovations are so
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sudden and new, competitors may be less likely to have the same idea/project. In this latter case,
speed may not be as critical as the uncertainty associated with the project.
Proposition 4a: When speed is critical to the success of an innovation, managers must consider
whether regularly renegotiating contracts associated with a less committing governance
structure will be more or less time consuming than successfully integrating new capabilities into
the firm’s overall structure through a more hierarchical structure, ceteris paribus.
Proposition 4b: Speed will have a greater impact in the choice of governance structure in the
case of sustaining innovations than in the case of disruptive innovations.

Capability Considerations
Capability considerations (also called the resource- and capability-based view (Lorenzoni and
Lipparini, 1999; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Castañer et al., 2008)) are also important. Insinga
and Werle (2000) and Chaudhuri and Tabrizi (1999) highlight that firms should analyze how
their capabilities fit those needed for the innovation project. Capabilities can come in different
forms such as financial, physical, and human. The complementarity of the new capabilities with
the firm’s bundle of resources and projects, the rarity and specificity of the assets make a high
hierarchical structure more desirable (Argyres and Zenger, 2008; Villalonga and McGahan,
2005). Indeed, capabilities that can also be employed in future or current innovation projects, and
rare assets may be best leveraged through a hierarchical structure so the capability is available
for the long-term. However, when human capital is critical to the success of an innovation, a
hierarchical structure may not be recommended.
Complementary capabilities that are good candidates for high hierarchical governance structure
are the ones that help the firm maintain or increase its competitive advantage. Potential for
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competitive advantage is determined based on the firm’s core competencies, the expected
reaction of competitors.(their identity, their size and number, and their aggressivity) and the
nature of the innovation in terms of the following four criteria: 1) How rare is the innovation?, 2)
How durable is the innovation?, 3) How costly to imitate is the innovation?, and 4) How nonsubstitutable is the innovation? Obviously, only innovation projects that have potential for
competitive advantage should be considered (Insinga and Werle, 2000). It is important to realize
that the competitive advantage may not be in the entire product but in some of its components. In
other words, within one stage of the innovation cycle, the firm may use a hierarchical
governance structure to prototype, manufacture, or commercialize parts of the products that are
key to the firm’s competitive advantage, while using a low hierarchical governance structure for
other components of the product that are not key to the firm’s competitive advantage. Insinga
and Werle (2000) insist that, if the firm does not have the necessary capabilities but there is
potential for competitive advantage, the company needs to acquire the capabilities to access that
competitive advantage.
One can think of tacit knowledge as a rare asset. Tacit knowledge refers to knowledge difficult to
pass on, communicate, and replicate. Tacit knowledge can be considered unique and therefore
more valuable for discoveries, because not all competitors will have access to the same
information (Ross and Westgren, 2008). If specific tacit knowledge is the capability that needs to
be acquired for the success of an innovation project, then the best way this capability can be
leveraged is through a hierarchical governance structure (Gulati, 1995; Boehlje et al., 1999; Yin
and Shanley, 2008).
Furthermore, if the capability is the key to the success of the innovation project, then to avoid
holdup problems, a hierarchical structure should be chosen. Holdup problems arise when firms
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invest in specific assets required for a specific transaction. Those assets are essential for the
efficiency of a particular transaction, but cannot be reemployed into another transaction without
some profitability sacrifice (Diez-Vial, 2007). Assets can be called specific when, for example, a
specific location needs to be chosen. Specificity can also come in the form of physical or
engineering properties that are specific to a relationship. Dedicated assets are also specific in the
sense that an investment in an asset is made to satisfy a particular party. Finally, specificity can
also take a human form in the sense that employees may have acquired skills, or know-how that
are more valuable for a particular relationship/transaction than for others.
The difference between the profits a firm will make by deploying the specific assets in their
intended use and the profits the firm would make in the best alternate use of the specific assets is
called quasi-rents. Trading partners can hold up parties that have quasi-rents by trying to transfer
the quasi-rent to their firm. This is called the holdup problem and is particularly likely when
contracts are incomplete. Because of the holdup problem, contract negotiations can be extremely
lengthy and parties can underinvest in relationship-specific assets (Besanko et al., 2000). To
avoid these inefficiencies, firms tend to engage in more hierarchical governance structures
(Besanko et al., 2000; Boehlje et al., 1999; Peterson et al., 2001; Diez-Vial, 2007; Parmigiani,
2007; Geyskens et al. 2006).
However, when human capital is critical to the success of an innovation, a hierarchical structure
may not be recommended. At the roots of the innovation and its success is the development of an
idea to respond to a needs. Creative ideas and designs are the result of people. Take the
consulting design company, IDEO, as an example. IDEO is one of the most innovative
companies (Tischler, 2009) and most of their resources lies in their employees. That is because
talented employees can be unhappy in a new structure or a new management system, and leave
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the company, taking with them the know-how that is key to the success of the company
(Chaudhuri and Tabrizi, 1999; Yin and Shanley, 2008). Finally, at the marketing and
commercialization stage, the use of human capital is critical. Individuals and their creativity are
again at the roots of innovative marketing campaigns. Individuals are also instrumental in the
sales process and its success. Creative minds and salespeople with personalities tend to thrive in
creative environments with not much bureaucracy. High hierarchical governance structure are
usually associated with bureaucracy.
Proposition 5a: When access to new capabilities is critical to the success of an innovation,
managers must consider whether the capabilities are physical, rare, specific, and needed to build
competitive advantage; or whether the projects require human talents. On one hand, physical
capabilities that are rare, specific, and needed to build competitive advantage are best leveraged
through hierarchical governance structures. On the other hand, talended employees may not
thrive in a hierarchical and bureaucratic governance structure, ceteris paribus.
Because disruptive innovation usually falls outside the firm’s core competencies, the need for
new capabilities will be greater in the case of disruptive innovation.
Proposition 5b: Need for capabilities will have a greater impact in the choice of governance
structure for disruptive innovations than for sustaining innovations.

Preemption Strategies
One additional strategic consideration may involve blocking competitors.. Some firms may
create relationships with other firms to deprive competitors from potentially valuable allies
(Kogut, 1988). Competitive preemption consists of a firm forming linkages to block a competitor
from forming similar ones, or to discourage a competitor from entering a market (Stanek, 2004),
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or “to gain market share before the industry stabilizes” (Moatti, 2007). These strategies can be
important to secure and block competitors’ access to critical supplies (used, for example, for
incremental, modular or radical innovations) or a distribution channel. These strategies can be
particularly useful as an alternative when access to property rights or speed to market is not
available. To maintain valuable allies unavailable to competitors for long-periods of time, tight
linkages need to be created between the parties. In the case of sustaining innovations, it is likely
that the involved parties will be the ones the firm has already been involved with, suggesting that
all the preemption behaviors have probably already taken place. Disruptive innovations often
involve new parties with which tight linkages have not yet been considered.
Proposition 6a: A preemption strategy suggests the use of a hierarchical governance structure,
ceteris paribus.
Proposition 6b: Considerations of a preemption strategy will have a greater impact in the choice
of governance structure for disruptive innovations than for sustaining innovations.

Experience with a Governance Structure
Expertise in the management of a specific governance structure (Peterson et al., 2001) and
experiences (Roucan-Kane, 2008; Pena, 1998; Lin et al., 2008; Moatti, 2007) with a specific
governance structure can also impact the choice. One can argue that firms with past or current
experience with one governance structure may be more effective at managing the same type of
governance structure. This learning effect may make firms more likely to choose the same type
of governance structure in the future (Villalonga and McGahan, 2005; Sakakibara, 2002; Wang
and Zajac, 2007). Furthermore, firms familiar with a specific governance structure may be biased
in their decision-making process, and may forget to even consider other types of governance
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structure. Argyres and Liebeskind (1999) add the notion of governance inseparability. They point
out that prior contractual commitments (that include union wage agreements, long-term supply
contracts, exclusive dealership and franchise agreements, debt covenants, customer warranties,
etc) may limit the firm’s ability to change future governance structures. Villalonga and McGahan
(2005) also showed how recent experience with a governance structure may have more effect on
future choices than older experience. Finally, while it is slowly changing, firms that have had the
experience of doing a lot of closed innovation (innovation by themselves) may have the
perspective that “they are smarter than everybody else”.
Proposition 7: Past experiences in a specific governance structure make the selection of the
same governance structure more likely in the future, ceteris paribus.

Expected Profits
Transaction cost considerations and expected payoffs also affect the chocice of organizational
structure. On one hand, long-term projects and projects with frequent transactions may also
justify a more integrated governance structure (Wang and Zajac, 2007; Sawler, 2005; Geyskens,
2006). Long-term projects increase the risk of leakage of private information making the writing
of a complete contract critical. However, writing a complete contract is hard to achieve (Milgrom
and Roberts, 1992). Frequent transactions create numerous opportunities to renegotiate contracts.
Writing of complete contracts and contract renegotiations are time-consuming and costly,
making a high hierarchical governance structure more likely.
The level of potential for competitive advantage (possible, probable or highly likely) and the
repartition of the intellectual property rights among the involved firms will determine the
expected payoffs. Expected payoffs may also depend on the market share of the firm as a result
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of the choice of a governance structure. Sawler (2005) mathematically show that mergers
between two or more firms may give away some of the market share to non-merging
competitors. The higher the potential for expected payoffs, the more motivated the company is in
reaching the majority of the revenues generated by the innovation, which can only be
accomplished by a more hierarchical governance structure.
On the other hand, a high hierarchical organizational structure often faces the problem of moral
hazard with their employees (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992). Moral hazard takes place when there
are not sufficient incentives and monitoring to encourage employees to maximize their
productivity (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992). High hierarchical structures often result in the
integration of other company’s culture into the acquiring company’s culture. The integration
process is time-consuming and often costly.
If the costs of integration and moral hazard associated with a more committing governance
structure outweigh the increased revenues and the financial savings avoided by the negotiation of
contracts, the company should consider using more of a market governance structure and even
think of divesting the in-house capabilities it may have related to the project (Villalonga and
McGahan, 2005).
Proposition 8: The firm's potential profit associated with each governance structure will affect
the choice of governance structure, ceteris paribus.

Antitrust Scrutiny
Antitrust authorities and structiny may also affect the decision (Lin et al., 2008). If the choice of
a governance structure is likely to make a company’s market share critically high and jeopardize
the competitive nature of the market, antitrust authorities are likely to prohibit the creation of the
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structure. The market share threshold after which antitrust authorities are likely to react varies
from one sector to another. Nevertheless, projects of higher hierarchical structure involving firms
that hold large market shares will be more scrutinized by the antitrust system (MacDonald and
Hayenga, 2003). This consideration leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 9: As antitrust scrutiny increases, institutional and structural constraints are high
and make coordination systems that are less hierarchical the best candidates, ceteris paribus.

Peers’ Pressure
Finally, high status firms may influence the choice of governance structure (Yin and Shanley,
2008). Venkatraman et al., 1994 refer to isomorphic pressures: to remain competitive or “not to
be shunned”, firms often mimic high status firms. Moatti (2007) also argues that firms may
mimic others because they believe high status-firms hold superior information that suggests the
use of a particular governance structure. However as Kogut (1988) points out, an industry’s
choice of a structure may be more of a fad than a logical choice. Moatti (2007) also adds that in
the case of an uncertain environment, the need for a company to quickly choose a governance
structure will warrant firms from completing an extensive analysis of the factors and forces at
play. Thus, imitating competitors’ choice of structure will be the easy and quick choice.
Proposition 10: When high status firms tend to choose a governance structure, followers will
make the same choice; ceteris paribus.

Figure 3. Theoretical Framework

Market Uncertainty

Technical Uncertainty

Peers’ Pressure
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Risk of Leakage of
Private Information

Antitrust Considerations

Speed
Governance
Structure

Expected Profit

Capability Considerations

Experience with a
Governance Structure

Preemption Strategies

Table 1 summarizes the propositions. The first column lists the factors. The second column
provides the definition of the factors. The third and fourth column indicate the hierarchical
nature of the governance structure. Factors with a check-mark in the third column correspond to
factors associated with a choice of a low committing/hierarchical governance structure. Factors
with a check-mark in the fourth column correspond to factors associated with a choice of a high
committing/hierarchical governance structure.
Table 1. Propositions’ Summary

Factor

Market uncertainty

Technical uncertainty

Factor’s Definition
Market uncertainty refers to
the lack of knowledge at the
market and demand level.
Major sources of
uncertainty are the potential
revenue/demand, the
regulatory aspects, the
associated cost, and the
upstream supply chain
reaction to the innovation
project.
Technical uncertainty
comes from the lack of
information about the
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Governance Structure
Non
Hierarchical
Hierarchical

X

X

Risk of leakage of private
information

Speed

Capability Considerations

Preemption strategies

Past experience with a
governance structure

viability of the innovation.
The firm does not know
whether or not the
technology can be
developed, and which
inputs and skills are needed.
Involved firms may share
the private information with
others affecting the
likelihood of being the first
mover or having a purely
different product.
Speed may be important all
along the innovation cycle:
prototyping an idea before
competitors, getting first
access to a rare input, being
the first to commercialize
the product, bring it to
market and get the firstmover advantage.
Does the firm need access
to new capabilities to
successfully pursue the
innovation project? Are the
capabilities complemtary
the the firm’s core
competencies? Are the
capabilities needed rare?
Are the capabilities specific
to the transaction? Are the
capabilities in the form of
physical or human assets?
Creating linkages with other
firms (suppliers, retailers,
…), to block competitors
from accessing them or to
block competitors from
entering the market for the
long-term.
There is a learning curve
associated with each
governance structure
making the choice of the
same governance structure
more likely. Past experience
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X

?

?

X

?

Expected profit

Antitrust consideration

Peer’s pressure

with a governance structure
may bias the choice of
opportunities; one may be
tempted to forget to
consider other governance
structures.
Each governance structure
has effect on revenues and
costs.
Some governance structure
may not be potential
candidates because of
antitrust scrutiny.
The choice of a governance
structure by a peer for a
project may suggest that
this is the best governance
structure to adopt for the
same kind of project.

?

X

?

Illustrations
We propose two examples of innovation to illustrate this theoretical paper: one at the corporate
level and one for a small business. First, we consider the example of Deere and Company and
their disruptive innovation products in the area of precision farming. John Deere’s history in
precision farming dated back to 1994, with the introduction of a yield mapping system, and has
evolved into five distinct categories: guidance, machine control, telematics, information
management, and robotics.
Deere has historically prototyped and produced its precision farming products in-house with the
help of selected universities, as well as the acquisition of companies such as NavCom
technologies to gain capabilities in navigation technologies. Several reasons underlie these
decisions. First, Deere and Company have extensive knowledge and a competitive advantage in
complex machinery/product design and manufacturing suggesting a fairly hierarchical
governance structure. Deere is also well known for high-quality products. This competitive
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advantage is best obtained with extensive monitoring, i.e., a hierarchical governance structure.
Second, Deere has historically focused on and has substantial experience in producing in-house,
at least partially because of the challenges of negotiation of property rights associated with less
hierarchical governance structure. Third, these products were expected to generate high profits,
and Deere wanted to reach the maximum of the profit. Finally, those products were expected to
reach current Deere’s customers, so the market uncertainty was fairly low and Deere’s dealers
could provide more of a one-stop shopping location to the farmer. The acquisition and the
collaboration with universities were useful strategies to gain capabilities Deere did not have.
Finally, at the commercialization level, Deere has had experience working with their dealer
network, thus relying on the dealers’ human capital to attract and retain customers. Table 2
summarizes the factors affecting Deere and Company’s decision. The + sign suggests a
hierarchical governance structure while the – sign suggests a less hierarchical governance
structure.
Table 2. Summary of Deere’s Choice of Governance Structure

Factors
Capability
considerations
Past experience with
a governance
structure
Expected profit
Decision

Protyping Stage

Production Stage

Commercialization
Stage

+

+

-

+

+

+

+
In-house

+
In-house

“Franchising”

These propositions are also relevant for small businesses. Philippe Roucan is the father of one of
the authors. He is a cattle farmer in France who has decided to innovate the product he sells –
and incidently his business model - to respond to the lack of sales he was facing as a result of
foot and mouth disease. Philippe used to wholesale his cattle, but is now selling most of his
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production as a value-added product -- a 10 or 20 lb meat package composed of different pieces
of meat. He continues to produce the cattle himself, outsources the packaging of the product, and
sells the product directly by delivering to the customer (households and restaurants).
Philippe has decided to continue to raise his cattle because one of his competitive advantages is
producing a meat of quality that is consistent. He also has always done that, i.e., used this
governance structure of producing in-house. Finally, most farmers who are also proposing a
similar product as his are producing the cattle themselves.
Philippe is outsourcing the packaging aspect of the business for several reasons. First, at the time
the product was introduced, Philippe was facing urgency. His calves were growing bigger and
bigger and there were no sales in the regular channel. He had to try to sell the packaged valueadded product as far as possible. He had not time to build his own butchery and packaging plant.
Furthermore, he did not have the human and physical capabilities to do so: he was not a butcher
and would not have had enough employees. There was also significant market uncertainty: were
the consumers going to like the packaging of the product, the delivering process, and the meat
itself? Building a slaughter-house and a packaging plant that meet the regulatory constraints is
also extremely costly. Philippe was not going to make enough money to finance such an
investment unless he was to significantly increase the business and the supplies. He was not
ready to do that. Finally, there was no significant competitive advantage for him in controlling
that stage.
Philippe decided to sell and deliver the product himself rather than through a food retailer. Part
of the value the customers perceive in the product is being able to connect with the producer.
Philippe is also a great sales person, it is one of his competitive advantages. Table 3 summarizes
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the factors affecting Philippe’s decision. The + sign suggests a hierarchical governance structure
while the – sign suggests a less hierarchical governance structure.

Table 3. Summary of Philippe’s Choice of Governance Structure

Factors

Production Stage I:
raising cattle

Production Stage II:
Slaughtering and
Packaging

Commercialization
Stage

+

-

+

+
Outsource

In-house

Capability
considerations
Past experience with
a governance
structure
Peers’ pressure
Market uncertainty
Expected profit
Decision

+
+

In-house

A Proposed Empirical Test
As to future work, we will first conduct a survey of industry participants to test the validity of
the propositions. The objective will be three-fold: 1) make sure the factors presented in this paper
are the relevant ones to make an informed decision of governance structure, 2) determine which
factors are the most influential in the choice of governance structure for disruptive and sustaining
innovations, and 3) determine which factors are the most influential in the choice of governance
structure for the different stages of the innovation cycle. Tables 2 and 3 present the expectations
with respect to some of those factors. Because we have no expectations regarding the relative
impact of potential for competitive advantage, past experience with a governance structure,
potential profit, antitrust considerations, and peers’ pressure in the choice of governance
structure for disruptive versus sustaining innovations; these factors are not mentioned in Table 4.
Because we have no expectations regarding the relative impact of speed, potential for
competitive advantage, capability considerations, preemption strategies, past experience with a
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governance structure, potential profit, antitrust considerations, and peers’ pressure in the choice
of governance structure for each of the stages of the innovation cycle; these factors are not
mentioned in Table 5.

Table 4. Relative Impact of each Factors in the Choice of Governance Structure for Disruptive versus Sustaining
Innovations

List of Factors Having More Impact for
Disruptive Innovations than for Sustaining
Innovations
Market uncertainty
Technical uncertainty
Risk of leakage of private information
Capability considerations

List of Factors Having More Impact for
Sustaining Innovations than for Disruptive
Innovations
Speed

Table 5. Relative Impact of each Factors in the Choice of Governance Structure for each Stages of the Innovation Cycle

List of Factors Having More Impact at the:
Prototyping Stage
Production Stage
Commercialization Stage
Market uncertainty
Risk of leakage of private
information
Technical uncertainty
Risk of leakage of private
information

Following this survey and using the survey’s results, a choice experiment survey will take place
with industry stakeholders to test the propositions. The choice experiment survey will have five
parts. The first part will focus on scenarios relative to disruptive innovations while the second
part will offer scenarions relative to sustaining innovations. The third, fourth, and fifth parts will
test scenarios referring to the prototyping, producting and commercialization stages of the
innovation cycle respectively.

Conclusion
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The choice of governance structure for innovation projects/activities is complex. In this paper,
we have attempted to consider strategy, marketing, economy, and environment in the choice of
governance structure for product innovations. We have presented a conceptual framework based
on strategic factors (market and technical uncertainties, risk of leakage of private information,
speed, capability considerations, experiences with a governance structure, expected profit,
antitrust considerations, and peers’ pressure. We have presented propositions about how
differences across these 10 factors influence the choices that firms make in terms of the
hierarchical level of the governance structure. In addition to looking at how several factors affect
the choice of governance structure, we have examined this choice over time, i.e., across the
product stages of the innovation cycle. Indeed, we focus on product innovation and state
propositions regarding the importance of each factor among the product stages of the innovation
cycle: idea generation/prototyping, manufacturing/production, commercialization, marketing.
We have also hypothesized how the decision making process may be different depending on the
type of innovation: disruptive versus sustaining innovation. To illustrate the propositions, we
have presented two examples of innovation: one at the corporate level and one for a small farm
operation. Finally, we have also explained how we plan to test these propositions.
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